
Tax Talk: Medicines and Drugs, Credit Card Levy and Tax on interest 
earned from bank deposits   
 
Medicines and Drugs 
 
FT: Previously some medicines and drugs were not subject to VAT, 
however, this year; people have been made to pay.  Please explain. 
ACEO: Effective this year all Pharmacies will be required to charge VAT on all 
drugs and medicine dispensed.  Previously any supply of medicines and drugs 
dispensed by a pharmacist on the prescription of a medical practitioner or 
registered dentist and repeats of the same prescription was not subject to 
VAT.  However, note that Government has administered a Free Medicine 
initiative in 2015 where any individual with a yearly income of less than 
$20,000 are eligible for free medicines. This is extended to include dependent 
children and other dependent persons. Dependent persons are only limited to 
individuals under the Mental Health Decree 2010 and who require 
guardianship or care giving services.   
 
FT:  How do pharmacies recover from the sale of free medicine and 
drugs? 
ACEO: Individuals will have to produce two numbers namely a Health 
Information Number issued by Ministry of Health and Medical Services and 
the Tax Identification Number (TIN) which is issued from FRCA. This number 
will be written on national health card which will be validated against your 
TIN number by pharmacies when issuing of medicines offered under 
government’s free medicine program.  
 
FT: For tourists and visitors from abroad wanting to bring in 
medications such as antibiotics tablets and painkiller tablets as well as 
some first aid supplies to donate local clinics, will you allow this?   
ACEO: One will have to declare these medications to Customs at the point of 
arrival in Fiji. However you will also be required to obtain an import permit 
for these medications from Fiji Pharmaceuticals Board as prescribed 
medicines are a restricted import.  For smooth facilitation of clearance it is 
advisable that import permit be obtained prior arriving in Fiji. The regulatory 
authority for medicine and medicinal products is Ministry of Health. Without 
proper documentation, restricted imports will be confiscated. 
 
Credit Card Levy 



FT: Government recently announced the removal of the $200 exemption 
on interest earned from bank deposits and the 3% Credit Card Levy. 
Please explain. 
ACEO: Effective from 1st August 2016, the Resident Interest Withholding Tax 

(RIWT) exemption of $200 for all individuals and the 3% Credit Card Levy will 

be removed.   Banks must make necessary adjustments to their respective 

software systems to accommodate the new changes for RIWT and Credit Card 

Levy. 

FT: Please explain about the effect on the removal of the Credit Card 
Levy?  
ACEO: Currently bank customers holding local credit cards are paying 3 
percent charge on the outstanding balance of their credit card accounts at the 
end of each month.  The levy is computed on the debit balance that remains 
unpaid at the end of the due date for payment in a billing cycle.  The amount 
owing refers to the overdue amount plus the bank’s administrative charges 
such as fees and interest penalty for late payment.  However, effective 1 
August 2016, the Credit Card levy will be removed.  This means that the Credit 
Card holder will only be charged the bank fees and charges and not any tax.  
 
FT:  So does this mean that the banks will deregister from the stream of 
tax? 
ACEO: Yes, but first the banks shall be liable for the collection and payment of 

the levy which is due up to July 2016. The payment and the return are both 

due on the 15th of July 2016. Whilst the 3% Credit Card Levy will be removed 

from 1st August 2016, deregistration will only be processed once all 

outstanding returns and payments have been received.  

Tax on interest earned from deposits and savings  

FT: Please explain about the new change with regards to tax or RIWT on 
the interest earned from deposits.  
ACEO: On the RIWT, the financial institution or bank will be required to 
deduct RIWT on the first dollar of interest earned unless customers present a 
valid Certificate of Exemption issued by FRCA.  When a person makes a 
payment of interest to another person, he/she is required to withhold 10% of 
that payment and pay the amount withheld to FRCA, unless it is exempt 
income of the recipient. The amount withheld is called ‘Resident Interest 
Withholding Tax’ (RIWT). For example if a local bank or a foreign owned bank 



operating in Fiji credits your bank account (savings or fixed deposit bank 
account) with bank interest in February 2016, they will have to deduct 10% 
from any part that is not exempt. The amount deducted must be sent to FRCA 
before the end of March 2016.  
 
FT: How about those individuals whose annual income is less than 
$16,000 in a year? 
ACEO: Any individual whose annual income is less than $16,000 will be 
exempted from Income Tax.  A pensioner, who does not have any other source 
of income apart from pension income received from an approved pension 
irrespective of the amount, is also exempted from Income tax.  
 
FT: Are Non-profit Organizations (NPO’s) exempted from such taxes?  
ACEO: Yes, non-profit organizations exempted from RIWT. For tax purposes, 
NPOs include registered charities, educational institutions, religious bodies, 
organisations involved in industrial relations, amateur sporting bodies, social 
clubs; societies etc. but only if their income is not distributed to members. The 
CEO is required to certify an organization’s status as a NPO and this is done 
through the registration process whereby satisfactory documentary evidence 
to substantiate the NPO status of an organization needs to be provided.  
 
FT: How does NPOs and individuals obtain the RIWT exemption?  
ACEO:  Any eligible person can apply for a certificate of exemption from 
RIWT. The RIWT certificate is presented to the bank concerned who will 
deduct RIWT on any interest earned at the maturity of the deposit.  
 
FT: For individuals whose annual income is more than $16,000 and do 
pay the RIWT, will they be allowed a deduction on this tax? 
ACEO: RIWT is a final tax for individuals. This means that since interest 
income is taxed at a fixed rate, the bank making the interest payment must 
withhold the correct amount. Once the tax is correctly deducted by the bank 
and paid to FRCA, individuals cannot claim it as a deduction 
 
FT: What happens if RIWT is deducted before the RIWT COE is produced?  
ACEO: Individuals and non-profit bodies that have been incorrectly taxed can 
claim for a refund from FRCA. RIWT certificates issued by the banks must be 
attached to the claims lodged.  


